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Web Site: http://flypcc.org/ P.O. Box 812, Half Moon Bay, CA 94019 

President Dave Mosher 650-255-3266 dmosher@airasys.com 
Vice President Mark Heckman 650-580-2225 markheckmab@gmail.com  
Secretary David Santana 650-533-0976 Santanahouse@email.msn.com 
Treasurer David Santana 650-533-0976 Santanahouse@email.msn.com 
Webmaster Bruce Crawford 650-560-8860 TwoCrawfords@gmail.com 
New Member Chairman Ray Squires 

John Bassetto 
650-575-4273 
650-759-5143 

rlsquires@comcast.net 
geppetto1@mac.com 

Flight Proficiency Chairman Open Looking for it…. TBD 
Editor Brian Chan 650-867-8813 pcceditor@gmail.com 

What’s Happening ... 

Nov/Dec 2022 Next Meeting: Deferred   AMA Chartered Club # 139 
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Next Meeting…….. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.flypcc.org 

Chetcuti Room 
Millbrae Library 

450 Poplar Avenue, Millbrae, Ca. 

January XX , 2022  7:30 p.m. 

PCC Field operation hours is from Sun up 
to Sun Down. If you can’t see the Sun (other 
than Foggy/Smoky days), no flight operation 
is allowed. 

Remember, PCC has the “NO BADGE, 
NO FLY” rule. You are not allowed to fly 
if you don’t not display your current PCC 
badge.   

Yes, you do need the stinking badge to fly 
at PCC! This rule is to protect our flying 
field. Thank you for your understanding. 

Dogs are not allowed at PCC flying site. Dogs were 
spotted in several occasions on camera. Please inform 
the pet owners (if they are not PCC members) that 
dogs are not allowed at the flying site for the safety of 
the dogs and club members.  

No Dogs Allowed @ PCC 

PCC Flying Site is a NON SMOKING 
Facility. Please do not smoke at the 
flying field. 

No Trash Service at PCC. 
Please take your trash home with you.  

Thank You. 

Security Reminder 
The gate was found UNLOCKED in the 
morning by the early bird PCC members 
on more than one occasion in the past 2 
months!  

If you are the last one to leave the field, 
please make sure the gate is LOCKED! It 
is every member's responsibility to ensure 
the security of our flying field.  
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Who Am I? 
Do you really know your club mates? Most of us 
only know the flying buddies at PCC flying site, 
most of us probably do not know the real person 
and their stories behind the hats and sunglasses! I 
have a hard time recognize some of you at the 
PCC banquets without the hats and sunglasses! 

A while back, probably 7 –8 years ago, I invited 
all of you to write a little bio about yourselves, 
your hobby experience, your life outside PCC (as 
much as you like to let other people know about 
you.)  

Write it down, send it to me at 
pcceditor@gmail.com and I will publish your 
story in the PCC newsletter. What do you say? 

New PCC Trainer 

A high wing trainer donated to PCC by Jacques 
Petrakis. Thank you Jacques! Dave Santana cleaned 
it up and now it is ready to be part of the PCC  
training squadron. It has an O.S. .40 glow engine in it 
and it flies ..err… like a trainer. It is buddy box 
ready. Just waiting for a new customer! 

Yes, it is VERY Green! 

 
It is a Lean Green Machine! Get it?? 

Ready for Action! 
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"Every airplane needs washout, even a biplane," said Claude McCoullough, the famous designer for Sig. 

I’m not sure that every airplane needs washout, but most do, especially the scale airplanes that Claude de-
signed. 

Washout is a twist in the wing from root to tip. This twist is usually three degrees but in rare cases can be 
more. 

Washout forces the wing near the fuselage to meet the air at a more positive angle than the tip. As the model 
pulls its nose up and increases the overall angle at which the wing meets the air, it will eventually achieve the 
stall angle at which lift ceases. 

With washout, the inner wing will stall first and gradually progress towards the tips. This is desirable because 
the loss of lift at the center will lower the nose and prevent further stalling. Meanwhile, aileron control is 
maintained even though the wing is partially stalled. 

But there’s much more. Consider the typical World War II fighter. A fighter will have a wing incidence at the 
root of about 2-degrees and a washout of about one and a 1Ú2-degree. At top speed, the incidence angle of the 
tip is 0-degrees. Drag at the tip is minimized and there is very little loss of lift by air creeping around the 
wingtip—very efficient for maximum speed. In addition, the up-going aileron causes the same drag as the 
down-going aileron, so that roll causes no yaw. Yawing with the rudder does not change the lift at the tips, so 
yaw does not induce roll. This is just what the fighter pilot needs for gun aiming, and what the modeler needs 
for precise scale flight. 

Washout is a must in airplanes with long, thin, or pointy wings. Some can’t fly without it. Next time you are 
at the airport, notice the washout of the airliners there. It’s huge for safety and fuel efficiency. 

Most biplanes don’t need washout because one wing is typically set at a higher incidence angle, and one wing 
will stall before the other. Ailerons must therefore be on the wing with the lower incidence angle. 

Washout has a dark side; it can interfere with aerobatic performance. In inverted flight, washout becomes 
washin and all the bad things that washout prevents in upright flight become worse in inverted flight. Snap 
rolls and spins, which require the wing to stall on command, can be difficult to start and control. Adverse yaw 
varies with airspeed. Scale models of fighters are only mildly aerobatic. Fully aerobatic airplanes generally do 
not include washout. 

Summary: Washout improves aileron response at all airspeeds, reduces adverse yaw and softens the stall, but 
only in upright flight. 

 

Washout: Advantages and Disadvantages 
from Flare-out Twin City Radio Controllers, Jim Cook, editor Minneapolis NM 
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Ray Squires poses with the Planeprint Seagull EDF. 
The whole seagull is 3-D printed. The print files can 
be purchased from Planeprint, and you provide the 
rest to print the seagull. It is powered by an internal 
mounted Electric Ducted Fan (EDF). 

The rear half of the “fuselage”, you can see the fan 
holder and the thrust tube already “built” in it!  

The wing panels with internal structures and servo 
pocket. Same as the photo below. 

Planeprint.com Seagull 

The front half of the “fuselage”. In this photo you can see the internal structure of 
the front “fuselage”. 
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Site Sightings…. 

Mark Diel’s E-Flite Beechcraft D-18, 1.5mtr span. 
It was reported the ground handling is not the best! 

The Beechcraft D-18 a good looking model. 

Dave Baldi’s Freewing MiG-29 Fulcrum. Twin 
EDF’s run on 2X 6S5000 Lipo batteries. 

Ray Squires with an E-Flite Opterra flying wing! It 
flies nicely once you get used to the shape in the air. 

V.P. Mark gave Ray’s Opterra a big send off. 

Flight line on a Wednesday, two two-wingers! They 
are the E-Flite Ultimate 3D biplanes. 
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Ramon’s TopModel Prelude E-Glider, 2.5 mtr span. 

Mike Klass working on his Kaos 60. 

Dave Santana’s Telemaster  on a low pass! 

Late afternoon tall shadow flying! Some of the best 
flying are in the late afternoons before dark! 

Bruce Crawford’s smooth landing w/ an Apprentice. 

Five men with a new sign! 
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Renewal Time for some!  
Just a friendly reminder that some of the members 
that have been an AMA  member for more than 10 
years, your AMA and PCC memberships will expire 
on December  31st. That means if you have not re-
newed both memberships, you are no longer allowed 
to fly at PCC after December 31st! 

Steve Williams is moving out of the Bay Area. 

He will be missed by PCC. Quietly and behind 
the scenes Steve has done a tremendous amount 
of work for us over at least the last 10 years. 
Steve is responsible for the original charging 
batteries in the shed, the solar panels to keep 
them charged, the controller to regulate the solar 
charging, the field cam, the code to display the 
camera feed on the website, and the voltage 
recording and graph below the field cam on the 
website. And probably much more that is lost in 
the fog of time. 

Thank you, Steve, for all the work and support for 
the club. 

You’re the Man. 

Shout Out to Steve Williams 
By Bruce Crawford 

Steve, 
Thank you for your service to PCC. Good luck to you 
on your next adventure!         Brian 

This is where you will find Steve most of the 
time, making sure the solar charging 
controller is working properly. 

Something Interesting? 
A friend from Japan send me this photo. A flying 
tortoise designed and built by another friend, it is 
electric powered. I also have the plan to build one. 
The drawing is not very detailed but enough 
information to build one. Let me know if you are 
interested! 

Just One More…. 

’Tis The Season! 


